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Nose warmer
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Tempting Tangles

Warm up your hands with a delicious cup of hot coffee!

This is Nose warmer, a happy little coffee design for Christmas and winter stitching and gift giving. It is part of
the beautiful collection of Seasonal tea & Coffee cross stitch patterns designed by Deborah A. Dick of
Tempting Tangles. Collect them all!

Saying it in stitches: Eggnot latte, Java, Raspberry, Mocha, White Chocolate, who can resist the temptation?

The traditional French enamel style coffee pot is adorned with a cute Reindeer and Christmas tree.
Embellishements include a steaming diamond patterned cup, snowflakes, a pair of tiny green mittens as well as
a supercute raspberry (see below right) made of dark seed beads.

Designer's tips:
"if worked on 30-32 count fabric over 2 is just the right size fabric for the petite glass beads to fit perfectly on
the raspberry. Do not use an ivory fabric – the snowflakes will not show up clearly; white or antique white is
best."
This mostly cross stitch pattern includes a couple of backstitches and four sided stitches. It comes with both a
color overview chart, and a detailed black and white chart.

A cross stitch pattern by Tempting Tangles.
>> see more patterns by Tempting Tangles
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Nose warmer
Chart size in stitches: 98 x 98
Suggested Needlework fabric: 32 ct antique white Jobelan # 862101 evenweave over 2
>>View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch/Straight Stitch, French knots, Specialty stitches
Chart: Black & White, Color overview
Threads: Dinky Dyes Silk (or DMC conversion)
Number of colors: 5
Other Supplies: Mill Hill Seed beads
Themes: Coffee, Eggnot latte, Java, Raspberry, Mocha, White Chocolate

>> see more Tea & Coffee patterns by Tempting Tangles
>> see all Tea & Coffee patterns (all designers)

>> see all patterns for Winter (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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